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We consider the surface melting of metal nanowires by solving a phenomenological two-parabola
Landau model and by conducting molecular dynamics simulations of nickel and aluminium
nanowires. The model suggests that surface melting will precede bulk melting when the spreading
parameter ∆γ for the melt in contact with the solid surface is positive (i.e. if the melt wets or
partially wets the surface) and the wire is sufficiently thick, as is the case for planar surfaces and
sufficiently large nanoparticles. Surface melting does not occur if ∆γ is negative. We test this
model, which assumes the surface energies of the wire are isotropic, using molecular dynamics sim-
ulations. For nickel, we observe the onset of anisotropic surface melting associated with each of the
two surface facets present, but this gives way to uniform surface melting and the solid melts radially
until the solid core eventually breaks up. For aluminium, while we observe complete surface melting
of one facet, the lowest energy surface remains partially dry even up to the point where the melt
completely penetrates the solid core.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured materials typically have lower melting
points than that of the bulk due to their high surface area
to volume ratios, which reduces their stability relative to
the molten phase1–3. Indeed, with the exception of very
small clusters4,5 or particles with non-melting surfaces6,
the melting point depression in metal nanoparticles is
found to scale in proportion to this ratio7. The melting
of nanowires has been less studied8,9, despite their tech-
nological relevance, in part because wires are not ther-
modynamically stable. Plateau and Rayleigh in the late
19th century showed that a liquid cylinder of radius r will
become unstable to radial perturbations of wavelengths
λ which exceed the circumference of the cylinder, driven
by the corresponding reduction surface energy. A simi-
lar phenomenon can occur in metal nanowires, where the
ratio of surface area to volume is very large. Indeed, it
has been shown in experiment that the fragmentation of
nanowires into a chain of spheres can occur at elevated
temperatures10 via a Rayleigh-type instability11,12 as the
wire seeks to reduce its surface area.

In metal wires, surface melting may also play a role in
this break up process9. In bulk metals, melting typically
initiates at a surface at temperatures below that of the
bulk melting temperature13,14. Metal surfaces that sat-

isfy ∆γ = γsv − γlv − γsl > 0 (where γsv, γlv, γsl are the
interfacial energies of the solid-vapour (sv), liquid-vapour
(lv) and solid-liquid (sl) interfaces) can reduce their sur-
face energy by melting at a temperature below the bulk
melting temperature. ∆γ is sometimes called a spreading
parameter: for surfaces with ∆γ > 0 then the melt will
wet or partially wet the corresponding solid surface. Sur-
face melting is also know to occur in nanoparticles and
nanowires if they are bounded by surfaces with ∆γ > 0.
Once surface melting is initiated on a wire, it may act
to accelerate the break up process. Indeed, in a recent
molecular dynamics study, the solid core of an aluminium
wire was observed the break up during the melting of the
wire9.

Nonetheless, not all metal surfaces pre-melt15. Sur-
faces with ∆γ < 0, such as the Al(111), Pb(111) and
Al(100) planes16–18 can remain solid up to the bulk melt-
ing temperature. Such surfaces are called non-melting
(NM), and one would expect nanowires bounded by NM
surfaces to melt and break up very differently to those
bounded by melting surfaces. They may well be more
stable both to melting and to break up than wires with
surfaces that pre-melt. Despite the likely importance of
surface melting phenomena, models of nanowire melt-
ing typically neglect surface melting phenomena, even
though they often take into account the reduced melt-
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ing temperature of wires relative to the bulk (see for
instance9,19).

The purpose of this paper is to investigate both the
surface melting of metal nanowires and its potential in-
fluence on nanowire break up. In particular, we will ex-
amine the surface melting transition in nickel and alu-
minium nanowires, bounded by both melting and non-
melting surfaces, using a phenomenological Landau-type
model and molecular dynamics simulations. The double-
parabola Landau-type model has previously been applied
to planar surfaces14 and to spherical particles20,21, but
we believe it is the first application of such a model to a
wire. In the first section we show that this model, which
assumes the surface energies of the wire are isotropic,
predicts that surface melting will precede bulk melting
when ∆γ is positive (i.e. if the melt wets or partially
wets the surface), as is the case for planar surfaces and
sufficiently large nanoparticles. In subsequent sections,
we test this model using molecular dynamics simulations
of nickel wires, bounded by melting surfaces, and then
aluminium nanowires, bounded by both melting and non-
melting surfaces. Finally, using the molecular simula-
tions, we investigate the break-up of the solid in the pres-
ence of surface melting for both nickel and aluminium.

II. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL FOR
SURFACE MELTING

In this section we solve a phenomenological Landau-
type model to describe melting point depression and sur-
face melting in a metal nanowire. Pluis et al14 devel-
oped such a model to describe surface melting at planar
metal surfaces. This has been extended to describe sur-
face melting in spherical particles20,21, but to the best
of our knowledge, this approach has not been applied to
study surface melting in nanowires. In the limit of small
surface curvature, one can appeal to the model of Pluis
et al14 to describe surface melting in a cylindrical geom-
etry, but as the radius of curvature approaches the width
of the solid-liquid interface the value of such an approxi-
mation is less clear. For this reason, it is useful to solve
the double-parabola Landau model for surface melting in
a cylindrical geometry.

We start by defining a Landau free energy functional F
(per unit length) for a cylindrically symmetric wire. As-
suming isotropic material properties (which in general for
nanowires is not true but otherwise simplifies the model)
we express the solid state of a nanowire of radius R in
terms of a crystalline order parameter M(r)14:

F [M(r)] =

2π

∫ R

0

r

{
f (M) +

J

2

(
dM

dr

)2
}
dr + 2πRfs (M) (1)

where f and fs are the bulk and surface free energies per
unit volume respectively, while J = 4γslξ is a parameter
(taken here to be independent of temperature) that is

proportional to the correlation length ξ at the solid-liquid
interface γsl. By taking the correlation length ξ → 0 in
equation 1 the free energy F [M(r)] recovered will simply
be the classical result.

FIG. 1: A surface melted nanowire of radius R and
length H. The thickness of the melt is R− r with r
being the solid core radii. The solid and liquid phases
are in the vicinity of the wire where M > M∗ and
M < M∗ respectively with the phase boundary
M = M∗ indicated.

The bulk free energy f at temperature T is approxi-
mated piecewise with a pair of parabolas:

f(M) =

{
α
2M

2 + Λ(T ) for M < M∗

α
2 (1−M)

2
for M > M∗

(2)

The material dependent parameter α = 4γsl/ξ is also
related to γsl and the correlation length ξ. Λ(T ) '
ρL
(
Tc−T
Tc

)
where Tc is the bulk melting temperature and

ρL is the bulk latent heat of melting (by volume). An

intersection at M∗ (where M∗ = 1
2 −

Λ(T )
α ), defines the

boundary between the solid (M > M∗) and liquid phases
(M∗ < M) as shown in Fig. 1. The surface free energy
is also modelled as a parabola:

fs =
αs
2
M (R)

2
+ γlv (3)

where αs is given by αs = 4γsl

(
1+∆γ/γsl
1−∆γ/γsl

)
.

At equilibrium, δF/δM = 0, which requires that M
satisfy the following differential equation

d2M

dr2
+

1

r

dM

dr
=

1

ξ2

{
M for M < M∗

M − 1 for M > M∗
(4)

subject to a boundary condition at the surface of the wire
r = R:

J
dM

dr

∣∣∣∣
r=R

= − ∂fs
∂M

∣∣∣∣
r=R

. (5)

When M(R) ≥M∗, which is the case prior to the onset
of surface melting, the solution of (4) is given by:

M(r) = 1− I0 (r/ξ)

I0 (R/ξ) + κI1 (R/ξ)
(6)

where I0 and I1 are modified Bessel functions of the first
kind and κ = J/ξαs. The melting temperature of the
wire Tm is that where the free energy of the liquid wire is
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equal to that of the solid wire (F [0] = F [M ] for M(R) >
M∗) which yields

Tm = Tc

(
1− 4γsl

ρLR

(
I1 (R/ξ)

I0 (R/ξ) + κI1 (R/ξ)

))
(7)

Note that the solution The onset of surface melting oc-
curs at a temperature Ts where the order parameter at
the wire surface M(R) becomes equal to M∗. Solving
M(R) = M∗ gives the temperature Ts at which surface
melting begins:

Ts = Tc

(
1 +

4γsl
ρLξ

(
1

2
− I0 (R/ξ)

I0 (R/ξ) + κI1 (R/ξ)

))
(8)

When ξ � R, we obtain

Tm = Tc

(
1− 2(γsv − γlv)

ρLR

(
1 +

γsv − γlv
4γsl

ξ

R
+ ...

))
(9)

and

Ts = Tc

(
1− γsl

ρLξ

(
2∆γ

γsl
+

ξ

2R

(
1− (∆γ/γsl)

2
)

+ ...

))
(10)

to first order in ξ/R. Note that in the limit of large
curvature (ξ/R → 0), Ts = Tc(1 − 2∆γ/ρLξ), which
coincides with the surface melting temperature computed
by Pluis et al14 for a planar surface. We conclude that
provided R � ξ, the melting point and surface melting
temperature of a nanowire is inversely proportional to
the radius of the wire as would be expected.

Finally, we see that surface melting will only occur
when Ts < Tm. This is not the case when ∆γ < 0, where
it can be shown that Ts > Tm, so the onset of complete
melting will occur before any surface melting. However,
surface melting will occur prior to complete melting if
∆γ > 0 and R > Rc, where Rc is a critical radius given
by the implicit equation:

Rc
2ξ

(
I0 (Rc/ξ)

I1 (Rc/ξ)
− κ
)

= 1 (11)

Wires with a radius less than Rc will melt completely
prior surface melting, which is similar to what is pre-
dicted by the double-parabola model when applied to
small spherical particles (e.g. see21).

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In this section we detail the appraoch taken in our
molecular dynamics simulations. Periodic boundary con-
ditions in the direction the wire was oriented allowed us
to simulate an infinitely long wire, as well suppressing
long-wavelength instabilities that otherwise might cause
the wire to break prior to complete melting. The wires
were chosen to be bounded by {100} and {110} sur-
faces and the atomistic structure was constructed using a

Wulff-type construction of the form
∑
j(Lj−λγj)Aj = 0

where λ = Lj/γj (where the γj were obtained from ta-
ble I). The distance from the centre of the wire to the
{110} surface, L{110} is then proportional to the ratio
of the surface energies of the two exposed crystal faces:
L{110} = L{100}(γ{110}/γ{100}). When we refer to a wire
radius R in what follows, we will take this to mean L100.

Metal γsv γlv γsl ∆γ ξ( Å )
Nickel 0.142522 0.114923 0.021724 0.00590 10.514

Aluminium 0.061325 0.054223 0.0075024 -0.000630 9.9614

TABLE I: Interfacial free energy densities given in
eV/Å2 and ξ is given angstroms Å. Values for γsv are
calculated via a semi-theoretical approach, γlv is
calculated experimentally at Tc, and values for γsl are
calculated at Tc by determining interfacial entropy via
radial distribution functions (∆γ = γsv − γlv − γsl).
The value of ξ is calculated from equation A.14 in14 for
the value of Tc from the given potentials and γsl above.

The equations of motion were integrated using a Verlet
method, with an integration timestep of 2.0 fs for nickel
and 1.5 fs for aluminium. The interaction between nickel
atoms were modelled using an embedded-atom-potential
(EAM) developed by Sheng et al26. For aluminium we
used the Ercolessi et al27 glue potential. These poten-
tials give melting temperatures of 1650K and 930K for
Ni and Al respectively. The melting temperature for the
Ni potential is lower than the real melting temperature
of nickel (1728 K), but this is typical for EAM potentials.
The Al potential gives a better estimate of the real melt-
ing temperature (933 K). This potential has been used
previously to study surface melting in Al nanoparticles6.

As noted, EAM potentials typically underestimate
the bulk melting temperature, but simulated values of
γlv and γsl may also differ from experimental values.
Nonetheless, determining these values experimentally, or
even via simulation, is difficult. Indeed, values of these
quantities reported in the literature vary appreciably, so
the values reported in table I should be taken as indica-
tive only. For our purposes, we wish to observe wires with
melting and non-melting surfaces, and in subsequent sec-
tions we will illustrate that this is the case with these
potentials.

A. Identifying solid and liquid atoms

The structure of the solid and liquid components of
the wire were classified by using the local bond order pa-
rameter q6(i) introduced by Steinhardt et al28 and then
taking its modified, average value q̄6(i)29. This param-
eter is sensitive to different crystal structures and is a
measure of the local symmetry around an atom. With
this local bond order parameter it becomes possible to
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resolve if an atom is in a more ‘solid-like’ or ‘liquid-like’
state. The distribution of q̄6(i) becomes bimodal when
looking at a coexisting solid-liquid state, with one peak
appearing at q̄6 ≈ 0.491 for ‘solid’ FCC atoms and an-
other peak appearing at q̄6 ≈ 0.181 for ‘liquid’ atoms.
From this we can take the average value of the peaks in
the distribution and define a cutoff value, q̄cut which for
FCC lattice structures is q̄cut ≈ 0.33. So if q̄cut > 0.33
the atom is more likely to be solid and if q̄cut < 0.33 then
the atom is more likely to be liquid. With this a ‘state’
can be assigned to each atom based upon the order pa-
rameter q̄6. Note that the q̄6 parameter exaggerates the
number of ‘solid’ atoms due to sensitivity to the local
order in the liquid state. Atoms in the liquid state and
atoms around the interface fluctuate between solid and
liquid more frequently, so computing the average-state of
each atom over a small time interval more precisely classi-
fies each atom according to its phase it is surrounded by.
This eliminates isolated atoms identified being instan-
taneously identified as solid in the interior of the liquid
melt, and more clearly defines the solid at the solid-liquid
interface.

B. Surface melting and melting temperature
simulations

Caloric curves were constructed to obtain melting tem-
peratures for each metal for a range of wire radii. For
nickel, wires had radii ranging from R = 7Å to R = 90Å
and a constant length ofH = 141Å. For aluminium wires,
the radius ranged from R = 8Å to R = 100Å with a con-
stant length of H = 162Å. A Langevin thermostat30 was
used to control the temperature with damping param-
eter of 0.1ps−1. For melting simulations of nickel, runs
took place over 4.0ns with a heating rate of 200K/ns. For
aluminium, runs for smaller wires (i.e. R < 32Å) took
place over 10.0ns with heating rates around 55K/ns, and
for larger wires (R > 32Å) were run over 4.0ns with a
heating rate of 120K/ns. The melting temperature Tm is
the temperature where the most prominent peak in the
specific heat capacity at constant volume Cv = dE

dT as the
wire is slowly heated by the thermostat. In contrast, the
surface melting temperature Ts was found for each facet
({100} or {110}) by identifying the temperature where
the mean value of φL on this facet exceeded 0.5.

C. Wire breakup simulations

To study the breakup of the nanowires, wires of radii
21.1, 28.2, and 42.2Å with a length of 213Å were cho-
sen for nickel, containing 31029, 54985, 123225 atoms
respectively. Radii for aluminium wires were 24.3, 32.4,
48.6Å with a length of 243Å with each containing 32737,
57181, 126397 atoms respectively. These were chosen to
give a range of different aspect ratios for each wire and
to take note on how the evolution of the melting dy-

namics changed as the aspect ratio changed. Individ-
ual runs were carried out to study the melting dynamics
and wire breakup for each wire radii. We again used a
Langevin thermostat to control the temperature with a
larger damping parameter, 10ps−1, to slow the break-up
process. Physically this would correspond to a wire in
weaker thermal contact with its environment. Ni wires
were heated the wires from around 1350 to 1550K over
a period of 4.0 ns (i.e. a heating rate of 50K/ns), while
Al wires were heated from 700 to 1000K over a period of
4.0ns (i.e. a heating rate of 75K/ns).

IV. SIMULATED RESULTS

A. Nickel

1. Surface melting and melting temperatures

We begin by calculating the melting point Tm and sur-
face melting point Ts for nickel wires with a range of
diameters using molecular dynamics simulations as de-
scribed above. For the EAM potential used here, it is
known that γsv{110} > γsv{100}26, so we would tend
to expect that Ts{100} > Ts{110}. Figure 2 shows the
surface and bulk liquid fractions φL for a wire with ra-
dius R = 28.2Å as a function of temperature. From the
figure, it can be seen that surface melting initiates on
the {110} planes, and is followed by melting of the {100}
planes, before complete melting of the wire occurs. Thus
we find that Ts{100} > Ts{110} as suggested by (8). Fur-
thermore, the fact that surface melting initiates on both
planes prior to complete melting suggests that ∆γ > 0
for each plane.

FIG. 2: The liquid fraction φL is plotted against
temperature for a nickel nanowire of radius R = 28.2Å
and length H = 141Å for the bulk plus the {100} and
{110} planes, illustrating the onset of surface melting
and bulk melting.
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Figure 3 shows the values of Tm estimated from the
simulations for a series of wires of radius from 7 Å up to
90 Å as well as fits to these estimates using eq. (7). The
fitted curves for Tm are of the form

T fitm = Tc

(
1− 4λ

ρLR

(
I0(R/η)

I0(R/η) + φI1(R/η)

))
(12)

where for the potential used here, Tc = 1650K26 and λ,
η, and φ are treated as fitting parameters. Comparing
equation 12 and 7 we can see that λ = γsl, η = ξ and φ =

κ = 1−∆γ/γsl
1+∆γ/γsl

. From λ and φ (i.e. γsl and κ) we can also

calculate ∆γ. Appropriate bounds were placed on each
of the fitting parameters which would return estimates
that were physically reasonable. Table II provides the
values of the fitted parameters λ, φ, and η, alongside
a comparison to the parameters calculated using values
obtained from the literature.

The fitted values of λ and φ are similar to those using
values from the experimental literature, but the resulting
values of ∆γ and ξ are quite different. Note that the val-
ues obtained from the fits for ∆γ are consistent with the
observation that ∆γ > 0 for the wire surface facets. The
atomic-scale (∼ 2 Å) value of ξ from the fits to Tm is in-
teresting. While ξ is an effective parameter that describes
the average thickness of the solid-liquid interface, in (7) it
causes ξ/R deviations from the classic 1/R behaviour of
melting temperature. The fact that the simulated melt-
ing temperatures do show a very nearly 1/R dependence
on wire radius drives the best fits towards small values of
ξ. Whether these small values of ξ are physical or reflect
a deficiency of (1) is discussed further below.

FIG. 3: The simulated melting point temperatures
Tm and surface melting points Ts for the {100} and
{110} surfaces of nickel plotted against the reciprocal
radius 1/R. Also shown are the fits computed from
equations 12 (dashed line) and the fit when using the
theoretical correlation length (dot-dashed line) as well
as the equation 12 with literature values (solid-line).

Quantity λ φ ∆γ η( Å )
Bulk 0.0145 0.782 1.50×10−3 1.73

Literature 240.0217 22–24 0.570 22–245.90×10−3 1410.5

TABLE II: The table contains the values of the
quantities extracted from equation 12 with values
calculated from the literature. The values for ∆γ were
extracted from the values of φ numerically. Literature
values were calculated using the values stated in table I
from the aforementioned definitions of λ, φ and η (the
fitted value of ξ).

The phenomenological model also suggests that there
is a critical wire radius Rc (given by equation 11) below
which bulk melting precedes surface melting. In figure 3,
the surface melting temperatures for each facet and the
bulk melting temperature converge at 1/R ≈ 0.14 Å−1,
suggesting that a critical radius Rc lies between R ≈
7− 12Å.

While equation 12 fits the MD data for Tm well, al-
beit with unexpectedly low values of ξ, attempts to fit to
equation 8 to the simulated Ts produced poor results.
Although the model described in the previous section
provides an adequate description of the size dependence
of the bulk melting temperature, it does not quantita-
tively describe the facet dependent surface melting tem-
peratures for the considered wires. This is not surpris-
ing, given that the phenomenological model assumes an
isotropic value ∆γ over the wire surface. However, the
order in which the different surface facets melt is as would
be expected from Equation (8) if one were to treat each
facet independently using this equation.

2. Wire breakup

We now wish to investigate the effects of surface melt-
ing on wire breakup, as is shown in Figure 4. This figure
shows the caloric curve for a R = 28.2Å nickel wire as
it is heated to melting at T ∼1490 K, along with several
snapshots from the simulation taken during the melting
process. By the the time the bulk melting temperature
is reached surface melting is fully developed, as would be
expected from our considerations above, with the solid
core completely covered with a thin layer of melt (Fig-
ure 4 a). However, prior to complete melting, the solid
core pinches off and breaks (Figure 4 b), before the solid
relaxes to form a spherical remnant (Figure 4 c and d)
that finally melts.

To characterise the breakup process, we define a liquid
gap width h according to Figure 5. Similarly we define an
average solid core radius rav as shown in the figure. This
is found by taking the solid atoms at the surface through-
out the length of the wire, and then at each segment of
the wire along its axis, taking an average value of the
radius for each surface atom, then averaging along the
wire length. On average the corresponding cylinder con-
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FIG. 4: Snapshots of the R = 28.2Å and H = 213Å
nickel nanowire looking down the {100} plane, alongside
its caloric curve. The wire undergoes complete melting
at T ∼1500 K, Solid atoms are coloured brown (darker),
and liquid atoms are coloured blue (lighter).

tains the outer surface of the solid core along the length
of the wire. Of course, the actual radius r varies along
the length of the wire and it is evident that the solid core
surface is anisotropic. Nonetheless, for our purposes rav
gives a reasonable estimate of the solid core dimensions.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the evolution of h and r as
a function of time and temperature respectively for the
R = 28.2Å nickel wire. We note from Figure 6 that while
the radius of the solid core evolves relatively slowly, the
growth of the liquid gap is rather rapid, consuming the
solid core within a tenth of a nanosecond after it first
appears. The solid core break up is also seen to occur
at, or very close to, the melting temperature of the wire.
Note that the break-up of the solid core is reminiscent
of a Rayleigh-type instability (as discussed in9), where
a cylinder of radius R is unstable to perturbations in
the surface of the cylinder of wavelength λ > 2πR. Our
wires are periodic, with H = 213, so we would expect
instabilities to drive break-up only for R < 34 Å and the
fastest unstable modes to be present on when r < 24 Å .
Indeed, Plateau-Rayleigh breakup of a completely molten
wire (radius R = 21.1 Å) was observed after complete
melting. In thicker wires, the period of the wire H is
≤ 2πR, which suppresses unstable modes that would lead
to Plateau-Rayleigh break up of the molten wire, but not
necessarily of the thinner solid cores. Furthermore, we

FIG. 5: Snapshots of a nickel nanowire (the same seen
in figure 4) with a radius R = 28.2 Å and length
H = 213 Åduring the complete melting process. The
solid atoms are coloured brown (darker) and the liquid
atoms are coloured blue (lighter). The top snapshot a)
looks along the {100} direction of the solid wire, b) is
looks down the {110} direction and c) being a
length-wise view in the {001} direction. The radius of
the solid r is calculated by averaging along the length of
the wire.. The liquid gap h is calculated by taking the
distance between the ends of the solid fragments.

note that the onset of the break-up of the solid core that
is illustrated in Figures 7 and 6 occurs when its radius
reaches r ∼ 13.8 Å.

In a thicker wire under the same initial temperature
and heating rate, with R = 42.2Å we observed complete
surface melting as seen before. The solid wire breakup
however occurs after a larger portion of the surface has
melted, namely at r ∼ 13.2 Å. In the case of the thinner
wire, R = 21.1Å under the same conditions, the solid
breakup initiates sooner than the two former cases. This
takes place at r ∼ 11.9 Å. Thus we find that the solid
cores remain stable down to smaller radii in thicker wires,
but it is worth remembering that our wires are not in
equilibrium when break-up occurs.

B. Aluminium

1. Surface melting and melting temperatures

We now consider the melting of aluminium wires
with {110} and {100} surface facets. Experimentally,
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FIG. 6: Time evolution of the solid radius r and
liquid gap h for a nickel nanowire of radius R = 28.2Å
and length H = 213 Å. The initial temperature of the
wire is 1350K with a heating rate of 50K/ns over 4.0ns.
The transition here takes place over about 3.8 ns, and
the appearance of the liquid gap h until complete
liquefaction is over a period of about 0.096 ns.

FIG. 7: The temperature evolution of the solid radius
r and liquid gap h for a nickel nanowire of radius
R = 28.2Å and length H = 213Å. The same initial
temperature and heating rate mentioned in figure 6
applies here. It can be seen that surface melting takes
place here well prior to the solid being entirely
consumed.

the Al{110} plane exhibits surface melting16, while the
Al{100} plane has been observed to remain solid until the
bulk melting temperature is reached31. We expect sur-
face melting of an aluminium wire with melting and non-
melting facets to play out differently to the nickel wire
in the previous section. For the EAM potential used, we
have γsv{110} > γsv{100}27, so we would again expect

from equation 8 that Ts{100} > Ts{110} for aluminium.
Figure 8 shows the surface and bulk liquid fractions φL
for a wire of radius and length R = 32.4Å and H = 162Å
as a function of temperature along with two snapshots of
the wire viewing down the {100} and {110} axes respec-
tively.

FIG. 8: The liquid fraction φL for the bulk and
surfaces of an aluminium nanowire of radii R = 32.3Å
and length H = 162Å as temperature is increased.
Accompanying the liquid fraction plot are two
snapshots viewing the {100} and {110} surfaces
respectively. The darker atoms are solid and the lighter
coloured atoms are Both snapshots are at the same
instant in time at a temperature of T ∼ 920K. The
{110} facets melt well below Tm while the {100} facets
remain solid up to temperatures very close to Tm and
remain at least partially solid up to Tm.

These observations are consistent with ∆γ > 0 for the
{110} surface, but the behaviour of the {100} surface is
more complicated. Past studies have shown that order-
ing persists on the Al{100} surface up to its bulk melt-
ing temperature31. Here we observe that while there are
some atoms on the {100} surface that are liquid, this
liquid layer does not completely cover the surface until
bulk melting commences, as seen in figure 8 and 9. This
suggests that ∆γ100 is close to zero.

As we did for nickel, we proceed by fitting Equation 12
to the simulated melting points of wires as a function of
wire radius from R ∼ 10 Å to 100 Å. We fit to eq. (12) and
to eq. (7) to estimate Tc, λ, η, and φ for aluminium. As
can be seen in Figure 9, the best fits are poor compared to
the corresponding fits for the nickel. The fitted values of
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λ and φ (i.e. γsl and κ) can be used to estimate ∆γ, but
these estimates are all an order of magnitude away from
their corresponding literature values. Poor agreement is
perhaps to be expected as the simulations reveal a highly
anisotropic melting process, which is not reflected in the
cylindrically symmetric model behind Equation 7.

Note that for this potential, the bulk melting temper-
ature is 930 K, while for the largest wires Tm exceeds
this. This is very similar to the overheating observed in
large aluminium clusters6 that is associated with the the
presence of non-melting surfaces. This may be why the
change in melting temperature is not as well described
by a deviation proportional to 1/R, as is seen in Fig 9.
In the smallest wires, bulk melting is observed to oc-
cur without prior surface melting as was the case for
nickel. In figure 9, the surface melting temperatures for
each facet and the bulk melting temperature converge at
1/R ≈ 0.124 Å−1, suggesting that a critical radius Rc lies
between 8− 12 Å.

FIG. 9: The simulated melting point temperatures
Tm and surface melting points Ts for the {100} and
{110} surfaces of aluminium plotted against the
reciprocal radius 1/R. The fit for Tm again computed
from equation 12.

Quantity λ φ ∆γ η( Å )
Bulk 0.0101 6.92 -0.00750 1.42

Literature 240.00750 22–24 1.12 22–24-0.000630 149.96

TABLE III: A table containing the values for
aluminium of the quantities obtained from fits to
equation 12 with values calculated from the literature.
The values for ∆γ were obtained from the values of φ
numerically, while literature values were calculated by
using the aforementioned definitions of λ, φ and η.

In summary we find that the isotropic model for the Al
wires embodied in Equation 1 works even less well than

for Ni wires. For the simulated Al wires, where we have
observed both melting and non-melting surface facets, it
seems that correctly modelling the resulting anisotropy
must be a prerequisite for a quantitative description of
wire melting.

2. Wire breakup

We again investigate how surface melting effects the
aluminium wire breakup. Turning our attention to Fig-
ure 10, we have a caloric curve and some snapshots for a
R = 32.3Å aluminium wire until it melts at T ∼900 K.
In the figure here we see again that as the bulk melting
temperature is reached there are still dry surfaces in each
snapshot along the caloric curve even after the breakup
has occurred. This is in contrast to nickel where com-
plete surface melting develops when the melting transi-
tion begins. Looking down the {100} direction in the
snapshots we see small liquid pockets form on the {100}
surface (Figure 10 a). These liquid pockets spread from
the {110} plane by melting higher indexed facets spread-
ing towards the {100} surface. These regions expand as
higher index planes at the solid-liquid interface melt (Fig-
ure 10 b). We then see the solid core pinch-off and melt
(Figure 10 c) and d) leaving behind a solid remnant with
a small dry surface patch.

As we have seen already in Figure 10, the solid alu-
minium wire breaks up quite differently to the corre-
sponding nickel wire. In this case both non-melted and
melted surfaces are present up until complete melting.
We now look more closely at this in figure 11, which
shows how r and h evolve as a function of temperature
for an aluminium nanowire of radius R = 32.3Å and
length H = 243Å. As before, rav is calculated by taking
the solid atoms at the surface throughout the length of
the wire, and at each segment of the wire along its axis,
taking an average of the radius of each surface atom, and
then averaging along the wire length.

This is shown in figure 11. Here we see that there are
non-melted and melted surfaces present in the insets a)
and b) when viewed down the {100} and {110} planes
respectively. Looking down the {001} plane in inset c)
we see that the {110} planes have largely surface melted,
while there still remains dry {100} surface. Due to this
non-melting portion of the surface, the solid radius r is
as defined in inset c) is not a particularly good fit to the
shape of the wire, but does provide an estimate of the
radial extent of the remaining wire.

Figure 12 and 13 illustrate the how r and h for alu-
minium evolve as a function of time and temperature
respectively. Comparing Figures 6 and 12, we see the
aluminium solid is consumed slightly faster than nickel.
The radius of the solid core again occurs quite slowly
with a rapid consumption of the solid once the liquid
gap appears. The breakup of the solid core illustrated
in figures 12 and 13 occurs close to the melting temper-
ature of the wire. The break-up of the solid core occurs
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FIG. 10: Snapshots of the R = 32.3Å H = 243Å
nanowire during the melting transition are shown,
looking down the {100} plane (highlighting the
non-melting features), with the corresponding caloric
curve below. Solid atoms are coloured gold (darker),
and liquid atoms are coloured grey (lighter). It should
be noted that in a)-d) there is only partial melting as
viewed down the {100} plane, while surface melting is
complete over the {110} surfaces. This is particularly
evident in d) where even though the remaining solid is
very small, a dry patch of a {100} surface plane still
persists.

once r ∼ 18Å, a slightly higher radius than that of the
corresponding nickel wire. Aluminium wires here have
a length of H = 243Å where the fastest growing unsta-
ble modes would be present once r < 27Å according to
Plateau-Rayleigh theory.

Examining thicker and thinner wires simulated under
the same conditions, we observed that the thicker alu-
minium wires complete surface melting can occur prior
to the onset of the breakup (e.g. with radii R = 48.6Å
breakup occurs at r ∼ 22Å. For thinner wires the onset
of the breakup occurs earlier than both the larger wires
(e.g. with R = 24.3Å this takes place at r ∼ 18Å) while
portions of the surface remain dry.

V. DISCUSSION

Our simulations have shown that the two-parabola
Landau model can describe bulk melting reasonably well

FIG. 11: An aluminium nanowire of radius R = 32.3Å
and length H = 243Å at an instant in time. The solid
atoms are coloured brown (darker) and the liquid atoms
are coloured grey (lighter). Snapshots are taken of the
{100} {110} and {001} planes respectively. The same
technique as in Figure 5 was used to calculate r and h,
except in this case the average radius may be slightly
exaggerated due to non-melting of {100} surfaces.

FIG. 12: Time evolution of the aluminium R = 32.3Å
H = 242.0Å nanowire. The transition for aluminium
seen here takes place over about 3.5ns, and the
appearance of the liquid gap h until complete
liquefaction is over a period of around 0.057ns,
considerably shorter than it was for Ni. The radius at
which the solid radius r drops away is around
rc ≈ 0.54R, slightly higher than that of Ni.
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FIG. 13: Temperature evolution of the solid radius
and liquid gap for the Al R = 32.3Å H = 243Å
nanowire. The overheating effect pointed out earlier is
especially obvious here again. It can also be seen here
that significant surface melting doesn’t take place until
the onset of the melting transition, and the appearance
of a breach in the entirety of the solid wire core.

for a nickel wire that has melting surfaces. The order
in which the bulk and the surface facets melt is con-
sistent with predictions of the model, despite the fact
that it does not account for the anisotropy of the wire
surface. However, to obtain quantitative agreement, it
was necessary to invoke an atomically small correlation
length (ξ ∼ 1Å) that describes the width of the solid
liquid interface. This is was not consistent with obser-
vations of the much rougher solid-liquid interface seen in
many of the snapshots, but it is interesting that by in-
cluding a more complex (albeit effective) description of
that interface upsets the 1/R dependence of the melting
temperature predicted by the theory. In one sense this
is not surprising given that we normally understand that
the 1/R dependence is a result of the changing surface
area to volume ratio of the nanostructured material and
this model complicates this picture. The surprise per-
haps is that this dependence nonetheless persists in an
anisotropic nanowire where interfaces are observed to be
rough.

For aluminium the Landau model performed poorly.
For bulk melting qualitatively it produces the same sign
of ∆γ as what is recovered from using values substituted
from the literature and surface melting is described qual-
itatively by the model and the simulated results produce
the correct order for melting. However, the stronger
anisotropy present, with patches of non-melted surface
persisting up until the complete melting of the wire, were
associated with a more complex dependence of Tm on
wire radius. The cylindrically symmetric description of
the free energy evidently does a poor job quantitatively
of fitting the observed melting temperatures of the cylin-

drically asymmetric partially molten wires.
For metal wires with melting surfaces (i.e. if ∆γ > 0),

we would expect the model developed here to give an ad-
equate quantitative description of melting and a qualita-
tive description of surface melting, much as it did for Ni.
For modelling materials bounded by non-melting facets
(such as the Al(111) Al(100) and Pb(111) surfaces16–18),
however, the anisotropy should be taken into account.
It may be that an anisotropic Landau model would be
sufficient, but another approach is to incorporate elastic
stresses at the solid-liquid interface32,33. These models
include features such as a non-zero shear modulus, which
generate internal elastic stress at the interface, and a
volumetric transformation strain, which allows for shape
transformation during melting. Furthermore, to describe
the break-up process it is likely that kinetic effects would
also need to be accounted for. However these models can
become quite complex and generally do not admit an-
alytic solutions. The simpler model solved here it may
be favourable to use to obtain some simple inferences of
qualitative behaviour one may expect in experiments or
simulation which has been adequately demonstrated in
this study.

The anisotropy is also very visible in the breakup of the
solid in the aluminium nanowires seen in section IV B 2.
These wires break up via a very different pathway to the
nickel wires. Note that the necking of the wire principally
takes place along the {110} surface. Melting of the {100}
plane takes place via liquid nuclei forming at arbitrary
places along the surface which continue to grow by melt-
ing higher index crystal planes in an anisotropic manner.
The thickness of the solid core at which breakup occurs is
greater in nickel wires than in aluminium. This suggests
a material dependence, possibly due to the fact that the
wires are not in equilibrium, of the solid core breakup,
which would not be expected in a Plateau-Rayleigh insta-
bility. This could be further investigated via a stability
analysis of a time-dependent Landau-Ginzburg model,
albeit with the caveats given above regarding the impor-
tance of anisotropy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the bulk and surface melting of nickel
and aluminium nanowires using molecular dynamics and
a double-parabola Landau model. From the simulations,
we observe the familiar 1/R dependence of these melting
temperatures, something that could only be reproduced
by the Landau model by assuming an atomic scale corre-
lation length for the interface. In nickel, complete surface
melting of the wire would precede the break up the sold
core, which took place via the necking of the solid at a
single point along the wire axis. In aluminium the path-
way for solid core breakup was different, with complete
surface melting occurring on the {110} plane and spread-
ing in pockets of liquid to the {100} surface. Portions of
the {100} surface remain solid up to the melting point of
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the entire wire. Our results illustrate the importance of surface anisotropy in the surface melting and melting of
metal nanowires.
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